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VP GAY RESIGNS
Student Council leaders are now considering the
problem of finding a replacement for resigning Student Body Vice-President Alvin C. Gay. Vice-President
Gay (the title is used interchangeably with Student
Council President) announced his decision early this
week.

Gay, a political science major,
was elected on the same ticket as
current Student Body President
Eugene Beaupre.
He intends to finish out his education at University of Santa
Clara, where he recently attended
a national conference of Jesuit student body presidents, January 2-5.
He was elected chairman of the
conference. He declined to comment on his transfer.
Gay entered Xavier in September, 1965 from high school in.
Dayton, Ohio on scholarships
from the Archdiocese from Cincinnati, the Catholic Scholarships
for Negroes Inc., and Dayton
YMCA Scholarship.
He was elected class president
his freshman and sophomore
years, but decided not to run for
office junior year.
During the summer after his
sophomore year, he served, as con--·
gressional intern for John J. Gilligan, and has been on the Racial

I' ass

1967. He was also assistant hall
director of Kuhiman Hall.

It was at this point also that
he joined the newly formed AfroAmerican Organization.
He is currently Council PresiJustice and Charity Committee dent and legislative assistant to
Cincinnati City Councilman Wilsince freshman year.
He sat out junior year because liam Chenault.
According to Gene Beaupre,
"I wanted to find out who I amand
where I wanted to go." But during Student Body President, Council
this time, he chaired the committee is working to find an adequate
that organized the Inter-Racial replacement before Gay leaves for
Community Week in November, California.

Fail Debate

Bernard Wurger plays Alvaro Manglacavallo, the clownish truckdriver, In. Tennessee Williams' "The Rose Tattoo", playing for three
weeks at Edgecliff Theatre. The Theatre is located on the campus of
Edgecliff College, formerly Our Lady of Cincinnati College. This is
the third production of the 1968-69 Edgecliff professional company.
Reservations can be made by calling the Bo:ir. Office, 281-2533.
(See story, page 3.)

By PETE HARSHAM, News Associate Editor
I.n an attempt to develop the there was more information pre- necessary competition between studialogue hoped for on the sented. However, he commented dents," Wally Koral, Graduate Stuproposed pass-fail study, presented that he thought the pass-fail pro- dent in English, explained, "I feel
to the Academic Council by Fr. gram too general and felt that the such a program would be beneJohn Felten S.J.; members of the present system should bemaintain- ficial."
Academic Council, Faculty, and ed and adapted to meet the desired
Mike Koester, senior, stated, "I
Student Body were asked to give goals of the proposal.
doubt that this system will add
their reactions to the recent proAnother member of the Aca- anything new to the University
posal.
demic Council, Dr. Robert Ash- with the free audit already in effect,
Fr. Jeremiah O'Callahan, S.J., more, professor of Philosophy, however he added that he would
Pro Musica of Cincinnati will present its third pro- Vice President of Academic Affairs stated that he would like to reserve like to see how grading under the
gram this Sunday evening, a concert sampling the and Chairman of the Academic the right to comment at· this time, proposed plan would be impleCouncil, stated that the issue is as he prefered to remain objective mented before the making of his
music of the Renaissance and Baroque periods.
still extremely open and all views as a member of the body which final decision.
An ensemble of 16 voices and 8:15 Sunday evening January 19, are being considered. He explained would make the final decision on
Professor of Psychology, Dr.
20 Instrumentalists will perform at the Xavier University Center that there Is much need for dis- the proposed plan.
Gerald Quatman, gave his views
a variety of music from Dufay Theater. Tickets are $2.00 (Stu- cussion of the program on all
Faculty member Dr. George of the program under study. "I
( 1400) to Bach (1750). Record- dents $1.00) at the Community
~
levels at the University, and the D
pro1essor
o f Econom1·cs don't believe in pass-fail for
ers' Viola dagambas, harpsichord, T"ICk et Office, 29 W es t 4th 0 r a t ma1·or concern, in considering such t reese,
t d "I th"nk
1 i"t would be a good majors (courses in a students maand other instruments characteris- the box office before the concert.
sa e •
· ent· It would stimulate jor field of study) or freshmen
tic of the periods will be used. Parking facilities at Xavier are a plan should be, "Is it good for experim
the student?'
more students to perform better However it might be beneficial in
Music director Thomas Widlar very good.
hopes to make this "an enjoyable
Fr. Clifford Besse S.J., Assist- without the fear of relative grade enabling a student to broaden his
Since Pro Musica's Thursday
d
"
educational background."
and informal performance, truly
ant Dean of Arts and Sciences and stan ings.
series has been temporarily can1
member
of
the
Academic
Counci
•
Senior
Tom
Eiden
thought
the
l· n the spirit of the Renaissance".
It was noted by this reporter
celled all tickets sold for the Thursbe- that many of the people approachday concert may be used for Sun- explained that he had not read the propose d system •avorable
''
The program will include:
proposal, and would like to defer cause as he explained, "Everyone ed were reluctant to give their
Joaquin des Prez: Fanfare for day performances.
judgement of such a plan until is too competitive for the grade. views prior to receiving more
the King
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , Sometimes, in an effort to get the information on the proposal from
Giovanni Legrenzl: Sonata for
grade, you miss out on what you Fr. Felten. It is hoped that their
Instruments
should be learning."
minds will remain open until such
Songs by· Dufay and Lasso
.
information is forthcoming.
J. H. Schein: Suite No. 20 in
"If pass-fail will eliminate un-

Pro Musica
•
Presents Third

e frcim .. "Musical Banquef'
J. S. Bach: Cantata No. 118
Clement Janequln: La Chant
des Oyseaux
intermission
Dufay: Gloria ad Modum
Tubae
Monteverdi: Sonata a8 Sopra
Sancta Maria ore pro nobis
Ayres by Campian and Cavendish
Praetorlus: Dances from Terpsichore
J. S. Bach: Cantata No. 106
"Actus 1'ragicus"
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January 22-23

Across from the Grill

'!'he concert will be given at'----------------------------~

\.

Mqrd; Gras .U n d erway
II

By Rick Sullivan and Jim Collins,
Publicity Chairmen
This year Mardi Gras will be
on the weekend of February 14
(Friday) and Februa'ty 15 (Saturday). The theme of the weekend
will be "Mardi Gras in Latin
America."
Friday night of the weekend will
feature a couple of real exciting
contests -- beard growing, costume,
and the selection of a queen. As
for the beard growing contest, all

hopefuls must register with the
University Center Desk and be
clean shaven at that time. As far
as costumes go there will be no
registration needed, winners will
be selected on the basis of
originality, execution, etc. There
will be several cash prizes for the
winners of both contests. As for
any questions you might have,
(Co11ti1111ed 011 page 8)
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The Movement

Letter t.o the Et.lil<>r,

By JIM HICKEY

Felten Proposa I
Presents Problems

The military counter supports
the economic system by joining
with the buslneu and political sec·
tors to form the triumvirate of
power In this technocratic empire.
With Its annual budget of $80
This article ls partly reactionary in nature. It ls billion plus, the military now con.
trols over half of the federal pro- Dear Mike,
QPA will avoid pass-fall courses
both a commentary on the two articles written by perty in the world ( 533). US
In response to Fr. Felten's re- because they will keep his QPA
Rice and Zaburanclk and an attempt to explain overklll capacity and conventional quest for dialogue on his pass-fall mediocre or poor. Juniors and
draft resistance as an integral part of a larger group weaponry exceeds that of the ·mil· proposal, I would like to offer a seniors with a QPA of3.25orbetter
of conscientious people known in the underground ltary might of the entire world. few thoughts. The student council are allowed a free audit each
The ending of the Vietnam war academic committee, of which I semester anyway for low-cost
as the Movement.
will not solve America's problems. am a member, earlier this year de- broadening of interests and satisBut Iain 't a marchin' anymore. The Vietnam war could end to· bated on a modified pass-fail proRice states in his defense of the
faction of intellectual curiosity. This
Selective Service System that in
For I marched to the battles of morrow, and yet the quality of gram identical to Fr. Felten's in narrows the field of those who
"any big government bureaucracy,
society and America's role in the all respects except credit eval~a would benefit from pass-fail to
the German trench
there are bound to be abuses and • In a war that was bound to world virtually
remains -un- tion. We decidedagainstpr~pos1~g
injustices." The system itself is unsuch a program to the Uruvers1ty good students .short of the Dean's
end all wars
changed.
Thailand,
Laos, and the ,
. C
'lb
could List, and to Dean's List students
just and immoral. Men are
· ·
·
Academic ounc1 ecause we
Oh I must have killed a million Com1rucan
RA;public
have
already
.
d
.
.
si
nificant
advantage
who are willing to pay for acourse
drafted, or "volunteer" for fear of
me11 a11d now they won't be been small V1etnams. Guatemala, fm hm it ~ 0 t g
which will pad their credit averbeing drafted, as killers for the
d age. One wonders if this is the
the Canal Zone, Rhodesia, Bolivia, fort e stu ens.
bacll again
state. Their victims are buried all
If a student's major subject an .intent of the pass-fail proposal.
But I ain't a m.archin'anymore. and Peru could be Vietnams overacross the world. In Vietnam
night. Meanwhile the colonies at core curriculum courses ar7 ruled
alone, over 30,000 Americans
One wonders also about the
For I flew the final mission in home have risen in rage and des- , out, th e on1Y cours es which he
have died. No one can count the
the Japanese sllies
tructiveness. The black people of could take on a pass-f~il basis are larger question whether this proVietnamese dead, crippled, or menSet off the mighty mushroom America have concluded that after f ree electl· ves · Presummg for the posal can be called pass-fail at
tally maimed. But what are these
moment that pass-fail grades would all .. A "pass" means a grade of
cloud
360 years their acceptance as hu"abuses"?
be independent of a student's QPA, A, B, C, or D, but this grade will
lVhen I saw tl.ie cities burnin' man beings is long overdue.
The affluent have their student
there is little difference between 'not be determined by the student's
I !mew I was a learnin'
Injustice is the catalyst of revo- pass-fail and an audit. The cost is performance in the course. The
deferments. The affluent can well
That I ain't a marchin' anylution. A nation that found life the same, the QPA suffers inneither regular grading system has simply
afford expert physicians to get
more.
through revolution has now be- case, and the amount of work re- been removed one degree of meanthose valuable 1-Y's and 4-F's.
Now
the laborleadersscreamin' come the world's number one
The rich know the "respectable"
quired for the course is either ingfulness. A student will still have
when they close the missle counterrevolutionary force, not be- nothing (audit) or minimal (pass- to worry about which "regular"
members of the local draft boards
plants
cause American people would have fail). A pass-fail course would grade he will receive. The pass-fail
and know where a few bucks can
United Fruit screams at the Cu., it that way but because the rich carry credit, but the presumption program, instead of liberating the
be dropped in order to gain
choose to defend their power and is that a student would be taking students from the old A, B, C, D,
ban shores
entrance to the elite National
Call it peace or call it Ireson; wealth. The masters of the trusts this sort of course not because he, and F, simply sends them after the
Guard. So where does the burden
call it love or call it reason and corporate giants, along with needs credit hours, but because he old A, B, c, D, and F by a differof fighting the wars of the power
But I ain't a marchin' anymore, their puppets In Washington must is intellectually curious about the ent route.
hungry fall? The task is delegated
Oh I ain't a marchin' anymore. learn the hard lessons of justice, subject matter. In sum, a pass-fail
to the poor, the black, the 17 year
I offer these thoughts not so
or our country may be swept away course would be little more than
old Southern kid, and the over
much in an attempt to keep passand
humanity
with
It.
half million young men enrolled
The present draft system denies
an audit.
fail out of Xavier as in an attempt
in junior colleges and technical an individual freedom of choice.
The next big war will not even
Fr. Felten's credit evaluation
schools who cannot obtain 2-S's It is unjust because it takes young need draftees. The nuclear arma- proposal, however, changes this to provoke second thoughts about
because they are not pursuing a men into involuntary servitude or ment possessed by the military is picture considerabiy. If a "pass" what the pass-fail proposal actubacculaureate degree.
slavery (as it was called a few enough to annihilate mankind a will mean the grade of a student's ally amounts to, particularly in the
years
back). The youth who have few times over. War has demanded QPA, pass-fail will definitely favor area of credit evaluation.
Rice goes on to point out that
Sincerely yours,
·"Fortunately, we have a legal sys- shouted "Hell, No, We Won't Go" much of those who support it, or those students who have good
J. Cummins
tem by · which a person can at- in anti-war and anti-draft demon- dare not question or cannot escape QPAs. A student with a good QPA
tempt to correct these injustices." strations the past few years feel it. For th'ose who oppose murder, will be able to pad his grade averThe legal system in this country that the draft has reduced young and murderous institutions the cost age with pass-fail courses, and a
has not been exactly sympathetic men to cost-efficiency items in a may be no less severe; in the words student with a mediocre or poor
to draft resisters or any appeals. Pentagon computer. Protests to the of Camus, "To be born to create,
Try to get .a CO in Fairborne, war in Vietnam progressed to a to love, to win at games, is to be
Ohio, or Topeka, Kansas. You stage a couple of years ago where born to live in time of peace. But
usually cannot even get a hearing. individuals and campus groups war teaches us to lose everything
An example of Selective Service felt that their activism should be- and bec;:ome what we were not.
"justice" was Gen. Hershey's letter come more militant in order to It all becomes a question of style."
of October, 1967 to all local stop the military-industrial comPeace,
boards instrucing them to recon- plex continuation of the present
Jim Hickey '69
sider the draft status of ·students war. Thus the blocking of induction
centers,
the
Dow
Chemical
Mci·nday, Tuesday, Wednesday, The art exhibit represents posters
who participated in protests or
demonstrations, and the burning
of next week in the Main Lobby of made by students and faculty in
campus d~monstrations.
of draft cards. (Which Zahuranthe University Center, there will be other colleges and universities
The arguments for conscription
cik has pointed out failed to stop
an art show concentrating in the throughout Ohio and Michigan.
rely heavily on .the needs of past
the conscription as far back as
poster making area. The Associa- Xavier's entry in the exhibit is a
wars and past societies. Their logic
1775). In the case of napalm and
tion of College Unions-Inter- poster made by Miss Eileen Rahe
seems to follow the line that since draft cards, protestors felt that
national, Region VII, is sending of the University Center Office.
man has always had wars, he althese articles of property along
the art exhibit to many schools
Exhibition hours
9:00 a.m.
ways will have wars and the only
with Hitler's gas ovens, slum pro·
throughout Ohio and Michigan. to 2:30 p.m.
way to fight wars is to have mil- perty, and Stalin's concentration
lions of men. Young men fight camps have no right to exist.
wars, not the militaristic egomanDraft resistance groups are an
iacs who start them. WAR WILL
END WHEN YOUNG MEN integral part of the Movement. No
REFUSE
TO
SERVE.
Phil one can say when this movement
Ochs says it better in a song of began. Some say it started with the
freedom rides in the late fifties. But
a few years ago:
the roots of the Movement are not
important. It is· what the MoveOh, !::marched to the battle of ment stands for. It stands against
New Orleans
war, imperialism, racism, suffer·
"A good university, so to speak should be a dangerous pIBce."
At the end of the early British ing, and any type of oppression.
Wars_
It stands for love, brotherhood,
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . Michael J. Henson
The young'lads started growin' peace and democracy ofthe people.
EXECUTIVE EDITOR • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . John M. Dunphy
The young blood started flow· Movement activities attempt to
MANAGING EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . • Dennis A Repenning
in'
illustrate why our country ls dlvl·
COPY EDITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . , . Tom Kessinger
But I ain't a marchin' anymore ded at home · and is co.nstantly • c..ctfttlltl tnlpletMfttcldoll
LAYOUT EDITOR . • . . . . . . . . . . . , . . • . . . . • . . Bill Barko
For I killed my share of lnjun's harassed abroad by enemies of Its .,.. ~· ., die
ASSOCIATE
EDITORS . . . Pete Harsham, Pat Kelley, Bob Wilhelm
own creation. America has become
in a thousand different fights,
SPORTS EDITOR • . • . . . . . . . • , . . • • . • • • . . . Chuck Quinn
I was there at the Little Big an empire and history's richest
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR , . , .•.. , ...••••• John Price
nation. Although It represents only
Horn,
CIRCULATION EDITOR . . . • . . . • . • . . . • • . . Chris Coughlin
I heard many men lyin', saw 6 per cent of the world's popu· ..,.."' ........, tolntlllaHt.
CARTOONIST . . . . • . • . . . . . . • . . . . , ...•••• John Doyle
latlon,
America
controls
half
of
many more dyin'
SECRETARY . . • . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . , ••••.• Rae-Jean Carr
the world's productive wealth and
But I ain't a marchin' anymore.
two-thirds of Its finances. The US
PHOTOGRAPHERS . . . . . . . . . . . • Chuck Trlester, Seth Warner
It's alwasy the old who lead with different trade and aid poll·
COLUMNISTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . George Eder, J. Richard Hague
us to war,
cles holds North and South
Frank Llenhart, Joe Rosenberger
America in an economic vise. In
It's always the young to fall,
MODERATOR . • . . . • . , . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . , •• Tom Young
a few years time, American IndusNow look at all we've won with
BUSINESS.~ANAGER • . . . . . . , .,, . . . . . . . . . • . . Jack Jeffre.
try In Europe will be the third mat "OJlllOl1tt•l&a.t 1# ZHler REPORTERS . . . . Blll Kwiatowskl;· Chris Nicolini, Pete~Flt;r.gerald
a saber and a gun
llUdetae.
Co
lte
maclt
..,_.,,._
i•
greatest industrial power In the
4
Tell me is it worth it all?
Pete Bernardi, Bill Desmond, Denny · Eckart
world. US foreign profits run pcm tiu CM eHr.linot'°'9 of &he
Linus Bieliauskas, Bradley Rider, Owen Donahue
Oh I stole California from the
11tcrlv
re&H4f
obligeClow
au
&hr:~
substantially higher than domestic
Mexican land,
Publ11hed
Weekly
durtna th ·-'I
.
&Jae
cc.myiu.1
'riduMn~.
profits so Industry flees abroad
... e ""1100 year except during vacation and examination
1 d8 b
Fought in the bloody Civil Wat~·
Xavier University, Hamilton County, Evanston, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207.
under government patronage and f) lr.c1·~:1l~<l '11temg~11t t1•c'l!i1lil pe$2r,0°0 perYyear.
Yes I even killed my brothers the protection of the CIA, military
011·:1 di..1L',UJi(}lf 'by <lil :forrkr 311£ ..
and so many others
counter insurgency and conflict•Oh~~~~e:e:~:C;~d ~1::r':ha~\':~~er 4, 1946, at the Post OOlce at Cincinnati,
tt!'.:;'''..'f·
management teams.

This is another in the News his 11it:,.,.r in similar articles or in
st:_ries of articles hopefully of in- leiters to the editor. · The views extert!st to tht: university community1pressed, lioweve1~ are not necesAny student, faculty member, or. sarily those of the News staff. Ed.
administrator is welcome to share '

Notiee!
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Progress At Xavier.
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In Praise of Gunther Thompson
There are murmurings again that Xavier
should Improve the quality of It• student body.
This Is urged as a panacea for a cloud of university ills. However, the social ills of our student
body are remarkably similar to those plagueIng our whole population, which produces a
measure of realism in our campus atmosphere.
We should think carefully before we risk losing It.

••••
It Is charged that the bulk of Xavier students
have a ponderous disinterest In a creative life,
which presses the living people underground to
find each other and togethltr to build a thoughtful, human life. This is unfortunate, to be sure,
but it also unfortunately resembles the situation
in American society, where people must sidestep
the exhaustive whirl on the one hand and the
suffocating malaise on the other In order to live
humanly. Xavier fairly duplicates for Its students
this environment which they must face when they
graduate. This Is an advantoge •• one of sorts,
admittedly, but an advantage not to be idly
discarded.

•••••
For while It is worth our effort to open Xavier
as a community to the full variety of life, It Is
decidedly not deslreable to box Xavier Into a
single mold. While it Is certainly Xavier's right
as an academic community to Insist that her
members seek individual, creative, thoughtful
lives, It Is neither to her advaiVage nor to theirs
that they only experience the currents of one
life-style.

•••••
This Is particularly true when It might be the
Intellectual life-style which Is the only one present. If the Intellectual community Is sufficiently
large, the students can become, however unwittingly, Isolated from the rest of the world.
There might be no harm In this, If the rest of·
the world lived as the Intellectual community
did, or if the students could completely with-

draw from the rest of the world and never enter
it. But neither of these conditions obtain. The
world Is a clumsy, crude giant. And students
must graduate - and then they must be able to
live, hopefully in the fullest sense of that word.

•••••
All of this is not to urge a surrender to mediocrity. It is only to underline that mediocrity
is a large element of the world. Any person who
seeks to shatter it and build a thoughtful, creative life, must understand what threatens his
hopes. If he has never experienced the crass
indifference of the world, he won't be able to
cope with it when it silently surrounds his
humanity.

••• ••
So should the university strive to enclose Its
students In a hothouse academic culture, where
a lush Intellectual atmosphere stiflingly hugs
the campus from desk to dormitory? Students
fully Immersed in a heady academe are apt to
be shodced by their brief forays Into the "real
world." Our university might do well to foster
a "real world" on our campus. For though ideals
have a place, and though the world might do
well to heed principle more often, it is simply
true that It does so only in its own time and in
Its own way. Though education might indeed
show people how to live better, it is simply true
that people live more often than not upon the
trappings of an education, If that at all. The
university will provide a better life and a better
education for Its students If It provides them with
an environment where they can lea.rn not only
the principles, the ideals, and the values to be
sought and served, but also where they can gain
experience with that world where these principles appear and exist, and where alone they can
be realized.

•••••
Xavier 1!1 not so verv far from !)rovldlng

Joe Rosenberger

such a "real world' for Its students. There Is Indifference and concern, boorishness and sensitivity, cold practice and fiery principle in a proportion very near what is found in society.
Certainly Xavier should continue to seek and
implement principle, in order to make its environment more varied, more responsible, more
true to an ideal of human life. For ideals, too,
are part of the human condition. But Xavier
should not scorn the very real, human situation
it has now.

•••••
Perhaps these thoughts are the bittersweet
results of another vacation, of another two weeks
spent in a world that does not turn easily to
thought and wonder. There is room for thought
and wonder, and much need for them, but the
man who is given to such things must realize
what treasures he holds, and what indifference
the world has for his •treasures." He may discover thought and wonder at a university; he
may. But whereever he discovers it, If that environment does not also teach him what it is
that he Is taking within himself and how his
world regards his new-found wonder, then that
environment is exposing the tender insides of
this man to the scorn and ridicule of a careless
world.

•••••
That a human being understands the dangers
facing him does not protect him from them, of
course. For it may be inevitably true that a
man must have his innards exposed and scathed
before he can In fact become a man In a human
world. Perhaps It Is as Henry James wrote:
"Life flowers and fructifies out of the profoundest
tragic depths." Humanity is inextricably Imbued
with tragedy.

•••••
It's a lon,g road to Canaan on Bleeker Street
... on any street.

Rose

Entertainment
Under the unlikely title of "You
Are What You Eat", Peter Yarrow
of Peter, Paul, and Mary along
with various and sundry friends,
long-hairs, short bain, hangerson, andquasl-entertainenl.e., Tlny
Tlm, bas managed to come up with
a -kinetic, frenetic, wild, turned-on
(ualng the term loosely) Hair-like
feast of boobs and bellybuttons
full of sound and fury, and, moat
assuredly,· signifying nothing. The
film seems to set the pretense that
if you get enough colored U1hta,
enoqh anti-elltabllahment looking
people wbo do enough anti-establlabment things before the camera
(smoke pot, indulge sexuaily In
every type of activity, and other
new and avant-garde thlnp ·that
just everyone 11 doing) that you
·have made yourself a movie flt
for the times, that you have made
an artistic contrlbutlon, and that
you are deftnltely with lt.
Alas, the whole thing smells of
yesterday's hash. Aside from the
fact that the camera work Is poor,
lbe editing miserable and lhe logical progression of a thought process absent, the entire concept of
the film seems to have been hatched
by the same type of mind who
could taJce Mr. Warhol seriously

---·-·-···---···------

... ··-·--

-

-

-· ..

enough to cail him art too.
song used In the titles supposedly
Tennessee William's Rose TatIt Is not the fact that the camera sung by three-year-old Jack, who too opened last week at the Edgeis hand-held, for in Pennebaker'• lives In the back of the Greta Garbo cllff
Theatre and from this
excellent study of Bob Dylan'atour crash pad for wayward hips. H reviewer's opinion It ls a play lhat
of England the entire thing was you can manage to get to the shouldn't be missed. The Rose
shot the same way, yet came off theatre in time to catch just this Tattoo ls Wllllam'a only comedy
well, with the idea of a mobile sequence, then nee Immediately and it ls a good· one. The play ls
camera working to help the film. after lt Is over, you may remember more ethnic humor rather than
maker make the mm seem real. It the movie as a good one. Then alap1tick. Thls ls evident ln the
ls not the fact that the fast-cut and again, a.a for the ftlm as a whole, warm smiles that stay on the faces
of the audience throughout moat
over-lay on the 80 und-traclc is of ignorance ls bllu.
many dlfrerent 10unds not related
Just having Steve ·McQueen as of the performance. 'ftlose same
to the visual dimension, for this the star puts Bullitt in the fair-to- smiles linger on hours after the
trick bas been used by such peo- mlddlln' category. The perform- performance 111 over.
pie as Bergman for yean with ance be puts In as :Prank Bullltt
The play'• setting ls a famlllar
succeu; lt la not the fact that the of the San Francisco police force one to lhe fani of WUUam's. The
sequences are not chronologlcal, puts the film at the top of the llsta, •playwright tra1111po11e11 the warm
for a juxtaposed time overlap was even Saturday Review hurriedly Italian people be met ln Rome
used ln Stanley Donon's Two for squealng .lt in as one of the Ten lnto bls Deep South backyard and
the Road, and ailowed a ftlm to Beat of 1968. Fast cutting, a mini- does great things wlth them. The
be made out of a marital union on mum of dialogue, and a good play'a story is one of the ups and
strike that could never have been amount of cllff-hanglng chase downs of the loves of a woman,
made otherwise.
scenes point the way to the perfect Serafina delle Rose. Her love for
No, the bang-up Iles In the fact example of the New Wave of Amer- her deceased dope-running husthat, as ln ail art, discipline, or at lean cinema. See lt.
band rules her llfe and that of her
daughter. The ashes of her dead
least order, la the key which makes
the whole thing gel. Thls orderwas
husband are kept In a marble urn
totally Ignored In lbe putting to-.
in the home and worshipped like
gelber of YA WYE, and the results
a tln god. Flashbacks of her premake the slns of its fathers well
vlous husband are provided by
known. The only sequence lhat this
another truck driver who physirevlewer remembers as actually
cally resembles her late husband.
fun, and lacking in the pretense
The nervous love affair of the
of
the
rest
of
lhe
flick,
was
the
short
widow
and Alvaro Manglacavello
~~~~--~~--_..~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!

Tattoo
ls contrasted to the beautlfulyoung
romance of Seraflna'a daughter,
Rosa and a sailor home on leave.
The interacting loves of these four
characters are thrown into a potpourri of people; Catholic women
shake their beads l n bewilderment
to the going ona wlth a Catholic
priest Interfering ln a altuatlon he
could never handle; a witch and a
goat drop on and off stage to provide kind of a circus atmosphere
to certain parts of the play.
. The performances of the players
in the cast are truly great. You
can go all the way down the line to
the small chlldren and ftnd a good
understanding and adaptatlon of
the play. Wlth the free time that
semester break will allow any one
Interested In superb theatre should
drQp In at Edgecliff and catch lhe
Rose Tattoo. You wlll be a better
person for it.
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By DENNIS ECKART
.olews !iports Reporter
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l
~,lore

Than a Game

By CHUCK QUINN, News Sports F.ditor
"Consider for a momenl what we achieve from athletics. .. the sheer fun o
pla_ring. . . the building of a healtlay and alert mind.. . . s~i'.!°, courage,
unselfishness and, most importantly, perhaps - the will to WIJL .

R.F.K.

The words above were not spoken by a coach who had just won the Super
Bowl. The words above were not spoken by a polilician. The words above
were spoken by an individual who realiz.ed the value o( athlelics.
Spor18 are more than a money-making deal for a group of businesmnen.
Sports bring out scmething mnaU and llOIDething fme. Ii:i life it is the l!DlaD
finer things that give it importance. It doesn't matter whether its an alhlelic
conlellt, a busine111 deal, or a romance, the mnaU thing• make the difference.
Athlelics is more than a game. For the prolelllionals it ii a job - a way to
earn a living. For others it could mean an education - through sch ola rship.
Still for others it ii a means o(e~oymenL No matter for which reason a per• • le •
.:- he ge...
•• more 1rom
~
. i . _ th
__ .i. u
son partiCapa
s an a lhle""'"•
lll'Cll•
an k'-'-'
11:a1ng a 1mowa
or making a ba!ltet.
If one plays an organir.ed sport it takes a great deal of sacrifice. The ath1
h'11 sport. .......
•
• to gave
• · up much 1or
Iete must be willmg
rnere are many tra'anmg
rules that have to be observed. Anyone who has ever played organir.ed sports
knows that there ii a lot more to alhlelics that isn't in a field or court.
Most 1por18 are team sports. This is how one learns teamwork. An outstanding player may have to give up a chance at personal glory for the sake
of feUow players. Don't think that iln't ·hard, everyone likes to be in the
limelight. Teamwork will come in hand later in life, after aU we have to learn
to live with other people.
It takea a great deal of courage to play spor18. Thing• can get pretty difficult at times. Athletes can leam to "hang in" when the chips are down. They.
learn you can't quit when things get bard. They see that you get more value
when you do something that is hard. They fmd out that if you do badly
one game there will be another game to make it up.

Mental awareneu and the ability to react quickly - one gets from athletes.
Things happen pretty fast in sports and an athlete has to be able to keep his
cool. One has to be able to adapt to changes not only in spor18 but in life.
Phy1ical fatness ii needed for 1ports. It is alao needed for any individual.
There ii a lot more to phy1ical 6tne11 than what one Beel in a body-building
advertisement in the back o( a magazine. Proper diet and reat are neceuary
for one to be in top physical condition. With aU that ii said about being in
shape nowadays, one can see how an alhlete has a step in the right direction.
The fun o( playing sports ii also importanL Sports are a way o( relaxing
and lettiaig off llleam. If you don't believe tbil, juat a!lt the millions o( people
who go bowling or are in the woods looking for their golf baU.
One leal'Dll bo'w to complete in sports. AU through life people will be competing with other people. Persons will be vying in alhlelic conleltl, busineues,
and even for odaer people. There ii nothing wrong with healthy competition.
Here ii where the will to win comes - to be a meeeu.

®
Jets Surpass Colts
By PETE FITZGERALD, News Sports Reporter
In one of the most unbelievable
upsets In the history of Pro Sports
the AFL champion New York Jets
stunned the NFL's Baltimore
Colts, 16-7, in the third Super
Bowl. The Colts entered the game
as 20 point favorites and many
were predicting a score around
42-7. (I had predicted a 2~7 Colt
victory.)
As the game wore on it was
apparent that the Jets were superior to the Colts in every phase of
the game; Their passing, kicking,
line blocking, tackling, and secondary were clearly better than the
much heralded Colts. No passer
ever picked the Colts as did Namath.
The experts said that nobody
could run against the Colts, but
Matt Snell gained 121 yards Including a four yard touchdown
run. 'l'hc sportswriters continually
maligned the Jet's secondary but

in the end they intercepted 4 passes
while the Colts supposedly-impenetrable secondary failed to intercept any. This game not only was
a tremendous one for. the Jets but
a monumental victory fortheAFL.
No longer can people call it an
inferior league, with just a few outstanding players.
It wasn't just Joe Namath that
beat the Colts it was men like Verlon Biggs, John Schmidt, Randy
Beverly, Larry Grantham, Winston Hill, etc. NFL fans better get
used to these names and the other
AFL names because, whether you
like It or not, Kid Brother has
grown up quicker than you
thought •.- - - - - - -

Attention!

Varsity Baseball Meetings for
all Interested will be held February 6, 10th, and 13th. Dally workouts will begin February 17th.

Three out of the four next Muskie games are away Crom home.
These games are critical in determining whether or not XU enjoys
a successful season. It all starts
tomorrow nite with Xavier at the
University of Detroit, January 25
Air Force comes flying to Xavier.
Then up to Dayton on the 27th
for a rematch with the Flyers and
then the Muskier roundballers end
January at Miami.
Tomorrow, Jan. 18, the Muskies will journey to Detroit, Michigan to take on the University of
Detroit and Spencer Haywood,
star of last years Olympic team.
Haywood ls currently in the top
Over everyone · · · Luther Rackley's hook shot gives XU their ftna five of the country In scoring and
points.
should prove quite a Job for Xavier
Photos by CHUCK TREISTER of News StalJ to defend. Bob Caliban's Titans
were only 13 and 12 the last time
arbund but are looking forward to
f
a much better season thlsyeareven
•
though eight members of lastyears
varsity have graduated. Detroitwill
By JOHN PRICE
rise or fall on the efforts of Spencer
News Assoc. Sports Editor
Haywood.

1----------------------------1
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so CLO SE BUT off

so

"We had the opportunities to
win, but we didn't. We have nobody to blame but ourselves." The
words of a disappointed George
Krajack
just ·about
sumUCup this
h
, ditl
f th XU
year s e on ° e
c1as '
To the 7797 fans in attendanceld'
it was evident that the game wou
boil down to a matter of which
team had final possession, and
burly Rick Robersonhadthehooor
of ending the hot-potato match
wlth an easy rebound shot for a
52-50 Bearcat victory.
Possession was something
neither ~earn had' a monopoly on
all night as both squads suffered
through 21 turnovers in the first
half alone. "In this type of pressure game, you have to expect a
lot of turnovers," said Krajack.
"Both teams were tight and the
play was cautious," he added.
Only 4 7 points were scored in
the first hall as X. U. took a slim
24-23 lead on the wings of sparkplug Chris Hall. With 6:04 remaining in the first period, Hall came
off the bench to push the Muskies
out in front from a 17-13 deficit.
With Roberson shuffilng in and
out of the lineup, most of the board
play became a personal duel between UC's Jim Ard and Luther
Rackley of the Muskies. "Ourstrategy was to go to Lu as much as
possible," related Krajack. "It's
been paying off for us all year so
we stuck with it."
Ard responded well to Roberson's absence by scoring nine first
half points and pinning Lu with
three fouls. "I thought Lu's foul
trouble was a definite factor in the
outcome," said Krajack. "He was
Intimidating them in the first half,
but he didn't register a rebound in
the second."
The biggest lead either team
could mount in the second half
was X. U. 's 26-23 advantage in the
first minute of play. The score was
tied 12 times and lead exchanged
hands seven times in the final
twenty minutes.
With 2:44 remaining in the
second half, and visions of last
year's climactic finish dancing In
everyone's head, Roberson retrieved a miss to knot the score
at 50-50.
Following a U. C. three-second
violation, the Muskies called a time
out to map strategy for what appeared would be the final shot of
the game.
'fom Rohling moved the ball
midway into the forecourt and was
challenged by Ard. Tom couldn't
make a pass and a jump-ball was

FAR

called which waseventuallywonby
The Air Force Falcons will start
the Bearcats.
the
same
fivevisit
that they
didJanuary
last year
when
they
Xavier
"I couldn't understandthecall," 25th. Ail indications are that Bob
lamented Krajack. "The ref inter- Spear's squad will better their 9
preted Tom's position as being
U in and 15 record of last season and
the corner, but he was ha way develop a possible Ail-American
between the corner and midcourt." candidate in Cliff Parsons who reAs the Bearcats set up for what wrote the Air Force record book
they hoped would be the last shot, in his junior year and Is bound to
Joe Gromada deflected a pass to do some editing this season also.
Terry Sillles who lost control on a Parsons is the key to the Falcons
drive and U.C.cameupforanother offense and stopping him is essenbreath of air.
tial to victory.
Don Hess, the U.C. forward,
When the Muskies head for
surprised everyone ~y taking a Dayton on January 27, they'll be
jumper with 20 seconds left, and going to a real contest. The Flyers
he delighted the Xavier fans when will be trying to avenge the 59-55
he missed.
setback that the Muskies handed
John Zeides was pressured as them Januaey 4th. Packing Mickey
he crossed the midcourt stripe and Donoher's squad are the 6-10 Dan
his errant pass tipped off Grom- Obrovac and 6-8 George Jankv.
ada's hands and over the time line
On Thursday, Jan. 30 the Musgiving the Bearcat's the last chance
kies
journey up to Miami in Oxthey needed.
ford, Ohio, for a game with the
"I tried to get John to call a perennial rival Redskins. Miami
time out," reealled Krajack, "but is coming off an 11 and 12 season
he didn't see me. He probably and the situation is not much brighthought he should make one more ter this year as their leading· scorer
pass to get out of trouble."
Fred Foster (26.8) graduated and
The 102 points scored was the only five lettermen return. Coach
lowest t9tal since 1948 when U.C. Taylor Locke, one of the best In
the business, is in the middle of rewas victorious 52-45.
building Miami and the lack of
Only three players scored in experience and depth could hurt
double figures with Rackley ac- thl
b ti
t
ell t bl
counting for 17 and Zeides chips year, u It sure o sp rou .e
ping in with 10, Ard . paced the for all opponents in future seasons.
Bearcats with 19 tallies and ten
rebounds.
These annual classics are becoming so tense it's a shame that
someone has to lose. Coach Krajack put it like this: "It's too bad
The results are in from the unithat you can't just say 'good game versity billiard tournament:
boys' and call It quits."
Junior- Senior champ was Jim
Barschelt and the Freshman-Sophomore champ was Tom Kane. Jim
and Tom had a showdown for the
XU Championship and Jim Barschelt came out on top. Congrats!
In the Bridge tourny Mike Bettingheimer and Dan ·Bernhardt
The News Office has just re- were contract champs and Tom
ceived word about a skiing con- Spellemar and Paul LaLonde were
test. The sixth annual Ohio 2nd.
Intercollegiate Slalom Ski Races
Everyone has 'til 9:00 pm tonite
will be run at Clear Fork Valley to get their teams registration for
Resort in Butler, Ohio, on Satur- tomorrows Tug-0.War in the fieldday, January 18.
house at 2:30. Sign up in the IM
Although it is late entries will office.
still be accepted up till 1 PM SaturA tip of the IM hat to the XU
day afternoon. There are no regisSingles Tennis Champs for 68-69
tration fees and there will be
Bill Mathews, Ed Hoaeus, Chuck
trophies for the winners.
Eberle and Tim Martin.
In case of bad skiing weather,
Intramural Basketball opened
the contest will be held the followits season on Monday, January
ing Saturday, January 25.
7th. This year there are 67 teams
Anyone desiring more informa- participating In the leagues. There
tion can get I~ touch with the sports are over 650 students on the roseditor.
ters of the teams.

IM NOTES
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B ow I Games
By CHRIS NICOLINI
While a good many Xavier students were eating, throwing down
drinks, and being entertained by
endless football games at least two
Xavier students were on the entertainment end. Defensive tackle Dennis Dineen andAll-Americanguard
John Shinners both were selected
to play in post season games. Both
John and Dennis played in the
North-South Shrine Game on
Rohling Scores . . . Forward Tom Rohling scores to knot the game Christmas Day. In addition John
played in Tampa's All-America
\48 all.
Bowl on Jan. 4 and in Mobile's
'-------....;·.P·h-ot_o_•_b_y_c_H_u_c_K_T_R_E_i_s_T_E_R_o_f_N_e_w_•_s_ta_ff_. Senior Bowl only last Saturday.

Warriors Steal One(Won)
From Muskies

John described the pregame
preparation as ldemical for each
game. No pads were used in the
drills. "The practices were tough,
but a relaxed attitude prevailed,"
said big John. The classroom
work was made somewhat simpler
by the fact that in all games the
coaches agreed to play a 4-3 with
The Xavier University Baseball
no blUzlng, or stunting.
team ls planning for its sixth anDenny felt that to play in such nual southern trip during the Easa game was a great honor. "I felt ter vacation. Since this ls a trip
that Parseghlan was a great coach which we assume responslblllty for
and organizer. Joe Yonto (a Par- raising the funds to pay the exseghlan-alde at the domed school) penses of travelling, eating and
really taught me a lot. Rocky Mar- lodging, our 1969 Club has agreed
tin of Colorado was the hardest upon a blood donation at Good
hitter I have ever seen. John Kolb Samaritan Hospital as its money
of Oklahoma state, the boy I pla- raising project. Each player or
ted across from could really stick. friend of the Baseball Team who
If our linebackers hadn't done participates will receive a check for
such an outstanding job Mercury $15.00 with his name and Baseball
Morris ( West Texas State) would .Coaches name both listed. To date
have really hurt us."
we have checks on deposit at the
John was a winner in all three Treasurer's Office totalling $225;
games and is $1000. richer for this is far from our goal of $1,200
having been on the winning side in which ls needed for the Southern
the Senior Bowl. John felt the most Trip.
memorable experience of the three
We are maJdng an appeal to the
games was a visitation made to students at Xavier to rally behind
the Shrine Crippled Children's the Baseball Team in this project;
Hospital in MlamL "It made you · show them that we are truly backfeel that you were playing for a ing them and the Baseball Program
worthwhile cause," remarkedJohn. at Xavier in the true Xavier spirit.
While in Mobile, John said many Get in contact with anyone of the
people readily recognized Xavier Baseball Players or with the Coach
since the Muskie baaketballera had and tell us that you are lending a
just gained runner up honors in helping hand to a very.worthyprothe Mobile Classic.
ject. Wives, girl friends, parents
The oddest experience for John or anyone interested ln the Unlwas during the American Bowl In versity Baseball Team ls to feel
Tampa where John played six perfectly free to come to our assisposltlons. John rated Allie . Sher- tance. The Musketeer Club has
man and Roosevelt Broen two of offered to help.
Joseph M. Hawk
his coaches at the Senior Bowl as
the beat he had during the trio of
Baseball Coach

Help

Baseball

By JOHN PRICE, News Assoc. Sports Editor
The Xavier Musketeers suffered
their second disappointing setback
in four days as they bowed to a
·Strong Marquette Warrior squad
82-69 at Milwaukee.
Surprisingly "high" for thecontest following their last-second defeat against Cincinnati, the Muskies
played on even terms with the Warriors for 38 minutes, but the final
two proved costly and a possible
major upset slipped away.
.With the arithmetic reading 71~
69 in favor of Marquette and only
two minutes remainlnginthegame,
forward George Thompson converted a pair of free throws to up
the Warrior lead to four. The victory was sealed away in the next
few seconds as two errant X. U.
p11ssers were turned into two haskets by the alert Marquette defense.
The 10,055 fans were treated to
an excellent shooting display as
both teams. combined to place seven
men in double figures in the scoring column. So even was the game
that Marquette shot 463 from the
Door, while the Muskies hit for an
equally impressive 453.
Once again Luther Rackley
paced the Muskies with 21 points
while grabbing a game high of 16
rebounds. Lu got plenty of help
from forwards Don Darby and
Tom Schlager, and thlstrloproved
to be a formidable Inside challenge
for the highly rated Warriors

In closing John stated, "Besides
being honored to play in these
games, I feel that I have been
able to alert people nationally to
Xavier's name. If this is true I
will have been able to re-pay
Xavier for what they have done
for me."
For Dennis and John It will be
a week of preparation for exams
and then the pro draft on January 28. Hopefully their performances In these three games will
increase their market value.

Following an early splurge by
Marquette's outstanding guard
Dean Meminger, Lu and Darby
brought the Muskies from behind
to even the score at 33-33 at the
intermission.
Xavier ran a streak of nine
points at the start of the second
half to bolt to a 42-35 advantage.
The Warriors held their composure, however, and behind 6'5"
center Ric Cobb, Memlnger, and
Thompson they stormed back and
waited for the kill in the final two
minutes.
Meminger and Thompson, Al
McGuire's two brilliant New York
recruits, led the Warrior attack,
scoring 24 and 20 points respectively. 17 of Memlnger's points
came in the first hall accounting
for all but 16 of his squad's total.
He also retrieved nine rebounds
and handed out six assists to complete afineall-aroundperformance.
The victory raised Marquette's
record to 11-2 as they avenged
an overtime loBB suffered at the
hands of the Muskies last year.
Xavier, dropping the first of three
difficult road assignments, fell below .500 for the second time this
year.
The Muskies will have another
shot at the Warriors when McGuire
brings his crew to the fieldhouae
on February 18.

Basketball Statistics
-..............

ii
Player
Luther Rackley
John Zeldes
Tom Schlager
Chris Hall
Joe Gromada
Tom Rohling
Don Darby
Terry Sillies
Rick Reder
Chuck Kromer
, Perry Ashley
· Steve Poppe
Mike Kelsey

Games
12
12
12
12
12
11
11
8
7
3
4
2
l

Rebounds
168
27
64.
19
21
66
66
18
6
5
3
8
1

Points
220
134
120
119
86
58
45

14
12

4
2
1
0

Average
18.3
11.3
10.0
9.9
7.2
5.3
4.1
1.8
1. 7
1.3
0.5
0.5
0.0

The volleyball clinic was held.
The crowds were poor. We'll try
again.
On Saturday, January 11, at
2:00 o'clock p.m. two volleyball
teams from a Cincinnati YMCA,
and two excellent coaches conducted a volleyball clinic open to
all Xavier students. Unfortunately
very few students took advantage
of this rare opportunity. Leading
the clinic was Mr. Herb Carroll,
an excellent coach who refereed
volleyball at the 1966 Pan American Games. Mr. Carroll will be
conducting another volleyball
clinic Saturday, January 18 at the
University of Tennessee. Also leading the clinic was a fine coach and
player named Mr. Hugh Parrish
who instructs volleyball at a local
YMCA. The two teams involved
displayed an excellent fieldoftalent
which impressed all who were present. This reporter observed techniques in warm-ups serving, defense, offense, and positions by
these two teams and their coaches.
Largely responsible for this
clinic was Mr. Sullivan, lntermural
Co-ordinator at Xavier. It was
through his untiring efforts that
this demonstration of ·skill was
brought to the Fieldhouse. Taking
notes throughout the two hour
period, Mr. Sullivan expressed his
hopes of starting a Volleyball Club
which, hopefully next Fall, would
be active in playing other teams
from the surrounding area. The
only thing that ls stopping Mr.
Sulll\'an ls you. If you're looking
for something out of the ordinary.
If you're willing to get a little exercise and maybe conpete against
neighboring schools next fall, then
give the Volleyball Club a try.
We don't want the ones who will
show up now and then. We want
the kind of guy who ls interested
in playing volleyball and ls willlng
to stick it out.
When questioned about the
possibilities of another cllnlc, Mr.
Sullivan answered favorably in
saying he can arrange another if
we want it. Mr. Sullivan cares, I
think it's about time we started to
care about something worthwhile.
When bulllnessmen and students
from a YMCA will take time out
to come to Xavier, display a good
show of volleyball to less than a
handful of students and then volunteer to come back anytime againdonate their time-share their sport
with us, then it's worth giving
more than surface attention to.
Give these men a chance. Nobody
ls so busy that he cannot find time
to exercise a little. Maybe if certain students would quit acting like
university p11eudo-savlors-and start
to have a little constructive fun in
their lives, they will. become better
individuals.
We don't care if you're threefeet
tall or eight feet tall. All we care
about ls that you have desire. Give
yourself a chance. Look forfurther
details as to the time and place of
the next Volleyball Club meeting
in the News. Mr. Sullivan ls always available in the IM Dept. to
answer any questions. This reporter will be at the next meetlnghow about you?

--·-··-Thanks
Zeides Driving .... Captain John ·Zeldes drives In on UC's Jim Ard
for a layup that put the Muskies ahead 42-40.
Photos by CHUCK TREISTER or News Stan'(:

MW, CK, LT
i
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By· .J. MICHAEL DUNPHY,
·,Now that the Campatsn of '88
ha1 been decided and the pomfcal
hylterla of pre-November day1
baa waned, the Youns DelDI are
moving to develop other facets of
their orpnlzatl.on. One of th~
faceta Ilea ln the area of community relations. Dan Laurence,
Treasurer of the YD's, baa organiZed a program In cooperation
with the Main Street Bible Center
and the St. Paul Teen Center for
students interested in learning and
working in depressed urban areas.
"We are providing our members
and interested students an opportunlty to broaden their outlook;"
stated Laurence, "to become involved and concerned with problems that exist in the Inner-city
areas."
The Main Street Bible Center ls
located in the Over-the-Rhine area
and provides a variety of activities
for all ages of the community. The
Center attempts to provide an Indlvldual person to person contact
with the residents of the area and
in particular with the children. Vol-
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Mai Bllecullve Editor

unteen wUl be worldns with Cbrll
. Mulle wbo 11 in charge of afternoon actlvltlea at the Center.
Another area of lnterat to the
Young Demi 11 the St. Paul Teen
Center at Twelfth am Pendelton
tn the Over-the-Rblne dbtrlct. Dean
Floyd, Director of the Teen Center, welcomes any and all volunteers interested in spending a few
hours a week helping out. Dean ls
organizing basketball and volley
ball teams and needs coaches to
staff them. Another program in
need cf assistance ls the Big Brother project which attempts to
establish a one to one relationship
with a boy and a volunteer.
The underlying philosophy of
the Young Dems has been one of
involvement and commlttment and
the need to broaden this phllosophy to include the entire student
body. Here then ls a perfect opportunity to become involved with
some of the problems of our
society. For further information
contact Dan Laurence In Husman
362.

Student Discount Set

So fight ice with ice. Bribe them with a bottle of ice-cold
•
Coca-Cola. For Coke has the refreshing taste you never get
tired of. That's why things go better with Coke, after Coke,
after Coke.
Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by:
The Coca-Cola Sottling Works Company, Cincinnati
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In view of the success of the Mount St. Joseph, and Thomas ·
1968 year, the Student Program ls More (formerly Villa Madonna).
'to be continued again this year. _ _ _ _ _ _ ___...-.-.----==~==!~--------------------------------.,
Sophomore Mark Cleary will act
as
General taking
Chairman
the from
1969
~ew
program,
the of
reins
·
Ray Blush, who instituted the program last year. Mike Martin will
act as the Xavier SDP Chairman
with Dick Grlfftn, Mike King, John
Howlett,
Esposito,
Jim RooGargaro,
BlllNick
Ryan,
and Kevin

.

ney as committee members.
If you 're a new student, or aren't
If you're a new student, or
aren't familiar with the dbcount
program, here's how it works. To
get your dlacount all you need
ls your ID Card, a little caah,
and a Student Discount Booklet
which lists all the participating
merchants. Just present your ID
card at the time of purchase and
the dlscount ls all yours. New contracts with the merchants Involved
will be l11ued as of Feb. 1, l969,
and· unW then the merchanta have
been aaked to extend the former
contracts, which expired Sept. 30,
1968.
The program has also been enlarged for 1969. Many new merchants will be added this year,
along with two new schools: the•
Ohio Colle1e of Applied Sclence,
and the University of Kentucky
Extension. Orlpnal membership
was composed of Xavier University, University of Cincinnati.,
Our Lady of Clnclnnatl College,

Ever wonder how Anheuser-Busch takes
the choicest hops, rice and best barley
malt-and turns it into the King of
Beers?
Best way to find out is to visit one of

our breweries for a first-hand look. (The
pleasure will be mutua~.)
Meanwhile, purely in the interest of
science and . higher education, here's a
quick cr1;1m course.

Dean's
Speech
"Our commlbnent to current
problems ln American Society"
waa the topic of this aemeater's,
twenty-second Dean's Speech Tournament, December- 11, 1968, Tom ·
Willenborg demonatrated hla eloquence by winning the flrat place
award. H11 apeech, "A War We
Can Win," merited him 'the top
trophy and a $25 award provided
by Dr. Hallatonea, Dean· of the
College of Business Admlnistra·
ti.on.
Tom Buehler, Jim Gnienwald,
John Layne, and Ted Rou11U were
the four finalist• ftnishlng behind
Tom. Buehler and Gruenwald received second and third place
trophiea respectively for their ef.
forts. Layne and Roussll were
given certlflcates of merit. All the
awards were presented bythePresl~
dent of the XU Dads Club, Mr.·
Joseph Nordloh. Acting as judges
were Mr. Nordloh, Mr. Gene
Beaupre, President of the Student
Body, and Rev. Lawrence S.
Flynn, S.J., Chairman oftheComm·\icatlons Arts Department.
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1. . At the laut.er tanks, we <.'OOk
dense lat.t.ic:e of beechwood strips.
tThis is where Beechwood Ageing
malt and rice t.o f>rOOUl~ a clear
amber liquid called wort.
<.'Omes in. lt.'s a costly extra step,
but we think the difference it
2. Then to the <.'Opper brew kettles,
where choi&st imported and do- · . makes in the taste and clarit.y of
Budweiser is worth it!) We add a
mestic hops are added to the wort
· little freshly-yeasted wort to st.art
-which is cooked again.
the se<.'Ond fermentation, and let
3. Now, aft.er <-'OOling, the wort
it. "work."
flows into our own patented fer5. The final step. The Budweiser
.menters, where brewers' yeast
flows through a series of finishing
works to ferment ~atural s.ugars
filters just before we package it for
into afoohol and CO;i. This is where
you in barrels, cans or bottles.
wort becomes beer..
·
4. Mast beers are finished now. .If that ti0unds like anybody could
brew Budweiser, forget it. It takes
~ot B,µdweiser. We ferment it
a special kind of brewery lWe have
again, this time ·in special glassJined tanks partially filled with a
the only six in t.he world that will

do), a brewmaster who puts his
heart and soul into brewing the
King of Beers, the choicest ingredients (the cost of which keeps our
treasurer awake at night), and
thousands of brewery workers who
knou• Budweiser is the best reason
in the world to drink beer.
Next lesson? Well, we were going
to tell you how to drink Bud~.
But you know that.
Like to know more about brewing
in general. and Bud in particular'!
Write for our free booklet:
"Choicest Hops"
Box 8791

Jefferson Memorial Station
St. Louis, Missouri 63102

IJ-1
.i-

ROCK, FOLK, JAZZ GROUPS!
Enter the Music
'69 Inter·
collegi.1te
Festi val, co-sponsored

by the brewers ol

Budweiser. Write:
l.M.F., Bo~ 121s;
Leesburg, Fla. 32748.
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Revolution - The University
So far thla column baa
attempted to splaln the current
revolutlom ln the Church and
Thetto ln terms of the alienated
individual. Thia week we turn tq
'the alienated 1tudent. Today'• col-

DON'T
LOOK
NOW
But you
maybe about
to blow
your life
A n astonishing number of
people make a stupid and tragic
mistake. To put it simply, they
jump into careers without really
looki11g. The result-a dreary life
of frustration and anger.
Can this happen to you? Could
be-unless you can answer questions like these to your own satisfaction before you make your move:
Are you really a Chief...or an
Indian?
Do you belong in a big organization? Or a small one? Or do you
belong by yourself?
Can you really stand pressure?
There are a great many serious
questions you must ask-and answer-about a career. But t-hc most
critical arc the ones you ask yourself about you. Unless you can answer them honestly, it makes little
sense to ask, for example, "What's
.: it really like to be an investment,
· banker?"
CARliERS TODAY can tell you
what it's like to be an investment
banker. More i1nportant, this
meaningful new magazine can help
you decide whether becoming an
investment banker is even a sensible option for you in the first
place!
It's a magazine about careers
· that starts not with jo6s, but with
people. And it's dedicated to the
proposition that you must do your
own thing ... and that if you don't,
you run the grave risk of blowing
· your life.
. CAREERS TODAY is re/evallt. For
people who arc scarching .. Jrom
people who have discoverud how to
do their own thing.
How about you? Could you use
a little truth at this point in your
search?

Use the coupon b~low
· ••• or· the coupon in ·the
colorful brochure dis. tributed with this pa. per... to enter your Charter Subscription to CAREERS TODAY, at the special Charter price of just
$5 for one year (11 issues)
instead of the regular
post-Charter priceofSlO.

__

,r---------,
I P. O. Bo~ 2457, Terminal AMcK
I Los An1cks, California 90054
lilu:
become a Charier Subscriber tn
I I'd
CAREERS TOl>AY. I undcntand that I pay
15, instead· of the: re1ular 110 aMual
I just
rate, and that this entitles me to receive
I CAREERS
TODAY for one full year (II i11ues).
I
10
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To claim that Jesuit education
ls unique, h~ explained, ls not to
contend that it la one-of-a-kind.
There ls actually little difference
between the general Catholic con-.
cept of education and the specific
Jesuit concept; in fact "so little
difference as to be not worth fighting for." However, Fr. Harveneck
felt that there are two basic characteristics of the Jesuit concept.
Haverneck contended first that
there is a "polarity, a fertilization"
that occurs between the secular
learning and the understanding of
the Faith that are the two prime
concerns of the Jesuit campus.
Each must of necessity influence
the other, since each is to be pursued deeply within thesameuniversity. Secondly, a Jesuit university
is distinguished by its advocation
of Christian ethics and morality.
This, also, Harveneck referred to
as a "cross-fertilization" process
by which secular knowledge and
daily behavior are integrated with
Christianity. And this he suggested
might be connected with what
many people identify as the "pastoral function of the university,"
that is, to establish a connection

ROSELAWN

BACHELOR SERVICE
FLUFF DRY BUNDLES
e .t-HOUR SERVICE e

7100 leelli11• 14.

NORTHERN KY.
4211 Oiaie Hwy.

.
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between knowledge and moral
action.
Fr. Harveneck explained that
historically the university education established by the Jesuit order
was an overDow of the training
then used for young Jesuits. It
was aimed at an understanding of
fundamental Catholic doctrine and
the communication of lt. The characteristic Jesuit adherence to the
arts and sciences and humaniUes
can be attributed to the fact that
the Jesuit order was founded during the Renaissance.
But Harveneck did not explain
his understanding of the contemporary Jesuit education, nor did
he explain its current relevance.
In fact, the entire discussion period
was spent in trying to bring his
idealistic conception of Jesuit education to grips with the realistic
situation facing Xavier and other
Jesuit universities in these, our
times.
Fr. "Harveneck was on the
Xavier campus inspecting the university during the week previous to
the FAST session, since Cincinnati
and Xavier are within the Chicago
Province.

-·
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Road

EVANSTON
One Block Sautb of Dana
Few Block1 North of tbe Dorm

$159

'

Last spring, Fr. ·Robert Harvanek, ·head of the
Chicago Province of the Society of Jesus, explained,
in a Faculty and Student Talk, the uniqueness of
the Jesuit education, when he toured the campus.

LAUNDRY

c•er1 Crl11t G•rlf••

••I
····~~

Explai'ns
Jesuit Education

· ·.,_-. · ·

le1e ·· ·1tudent hai parente more .. undergraduate 1chool II unreal
amuent than ever before; hie ftnan- Second, the atmoephere of 1raduclal dependence le greater and ate echool le polluted by pedantry
la1ts longer than ever before. In- and politlce. Third, the average
1tlnctlvely he . fee1a that a Ille of unlverelty adminlitratlpn views
taking rather than produclrw II students much as the manapment
unreal. But a bachelor's degree- of pre-union sweatshops viewed
la a necessity. If the student goes labor during the Industrial Revoto graduate school, the work load lutlon - with lnd~rence or paterand competition demand complete nallstic lndlfrerence.
.dedicatlon,. very often at the exUndergraduate school ls mass
penae of personal relationships production oriented and therefore
such as marriage. In short, under- quality control oriented. Quality
graduate school creates or pro- control la that aspect of an aalonga an identity crisis. Graduate sembly line which determines how
school fosters a single-minded sel- well the final product comes up
ftshness and postponement of in- to specifications. But the bluevolvement in the wrear world.
. print of a good liberal education
A much more basic problem ,ls intangible. Therefore education
ls created by the universities them- is scrapped ·for instruction which
selves. First, the atmosphere of lends itself well to tests.
The idea ls not to devise a test
to measure what one teaches, but
to teach what one can effectively
test. In fact, we might sum up
undergraduate epistemology in
the dictum. "Knowledge ls that
which a ·test measures."
From
SAT's to GRE's, college ls oriented toward the rather pedantic
tests which graduate school and
business demands.

• Sirloin St11k
• ltll1ho B11ctd Pot1t1
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Just 2 minutes from
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Ohio@

join the fun. bunch this winter at
. Ohio's
first and finest .ski resort
Double Chair Lilt • Two T·Bars • Five Electric Rope Tows

00·-

Snow Machines • Groomed Slopes • Ni&hl

Sk~iing

Ski Patrol• Swiss Barn l o d g . _,,:;~·'. • .•

i~1e:o~de:~~c;elv~~~:::
Skr Shop • Ski School

FR££

..

·

·
·
Rental Ski!, Boots, Poles
.-.;c · ''
- ·
FOLDER! Wtilt SllOW THllS~ Box 160. M1n1lield, Ohio 41~01 or ~one 11191 522-7393

BONN.E

VILLA

WHERE THE SWINGING
SINGLES MINGLE

..

•DANCING SEVEN NIGH'l'S
TILL 2:30 A.M.

So brilliant, so beautiful, and so perfect. Every
diamond sold by Wasserman is cut by experts to
reflect maximum beauty and brilliance, When
you're looking for the ultimate gift, look no
further than Wasserman.

• MONDAY IS LADIES NIGHT

,

• FROSTED MUGS

MR. MISS MRS. (circlo ono)
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6641 MONTGOMERY RD.
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SENIORS - GRADUATE STUDENTS

INT•:Rvrnw111m ON CAMPUS·- FEHHUARY 1969

DATE

CO:\ll'A~Y

UEGHEES

POSITIONS

Feb. 7

Federai Deposit lnsurane<• l'o.

Bus. Degrees
Econ-Finance-At Least 6 Hours Accting

Bank Examiner Trainee

Feb. 7
Friday

Xerox l' om pa ny

All Degrees

Sales

Feb; 7

First ::\ntional Bank

Bus. Degrees

B~nk

All Degrees

Sales-Systems

Leeds & ::\orthmp

Physics-Science
Bus. Degrees

Field Sales

Internal Hevenue

Accounting Majors
Bus. Oegrees-12 Hours Accounting

Hevenue Agent
Special Agent

All State Insurance Co.

All Degrees

Claims-Underwriting
Sales-Administration

Feb. 11
Tuesday

~lagnavox

r\ccounting-l'sychology
Bus. Degrees-Chemistry

Accountants-Personnel
Sales-Hesearch & Develop.

Feb. 11
Tuesday

Eli

Lill~·

Bus. IJegrces-~I BA
Chcmistry-:\lath BS/.1.IS

Accounting-Sales
:\larketingi'rogrammer/ Analyst

Feb. I I
Tuesday

Union Central Life insurance

Accounting-:\lath .1.Iajors
All Degrees

Data Proc. -Actuarial
Management Trainee

Feb. 12
\\'ecincsciay

Eastman Kodak
(2 Schedules)

BS/:\IS Chemistry-Physics
Business Degrees

Hesearch & Development
Production· Marketing
Quality Control

Feb. 12
\\'ednesday

Interlake Steel

Ail Degrees
(:\lath)

Production Management
Industrial Sales
Programmers

Feb. 13
Thursday

General Telephone

Accounting-Finance
Statistics/Math
Business Degrees

Accountant
Traffic Engineers
Sales-Communications Consult.

Feb. 13
Thursday

Purdue University

All Degrees

Purchasing-Marketing
Bus. Office Management
Accounting-Data Proc.

Feb. 13
Thursday

Chemical Abstracts Service

BS/:\I S Chemistry-Math-Physics

Systems Analyst-Programmer
Editorial Work On
Chemical Abstracts

Feb. 13
'Ibursday

Chas. l'fizer Co.

All Degrees

Pharmaceutical Sales

Feb. 14
Friday

Alexander Grant

Accounting BS/or MBA

Public Accounting

Feb. 14
.Friday

Armco Steel

Accounting-Finance
Marketing -Bus. Degrees
Chemistry - Physics

Controller - Purchasing
Sales-Marketing-Transportation
Research & Development

Feb. 14
Friday

International Harvester

All Degrees

Production Management
Accounting -Sales
Management Trainee

Feb. 17
:\londay

Bureau of Federal
Credit Unions

15 Hou rs Accou ntl ng
Business Degrees-Psychology

Auditor
Limited Income Specialist

Feb .. 17
Monday

Western & Southern Life
Insurance

Also Math Majors

Actuarial

Feb. 17
:\londay

Arthur Anderson

Accounting Major or
Minimwn of 12 Hours

Public Accounting

Feb. I 7
.1.londay

Republic Steel Co.

Econ-Physics-Math-Bus. Degrees
Accounting - Fina nee - Marketing

Sales Trainee
Production Management
Staff Management

Frida~·

:\lanagement Trainee

Frida~·

Feb. I 0

I II

~I

~londay

Feb. IO
~londay

Feb. I 0
~Ionday

Feb. 10
~londny

Follow the Pied Piper, favorite haunt of the on-campus mystic.
Exotic Oriental coffee, 5¢.
(Continued from page 1)

please see either Bob Bartels ( 2813068) or Ray Kemp (531-0048).
The Queen's contest will be handled by Ed Schmitt (Kuhlman
601).
The names and biographies must be in on or before January 21 ( Tuesday) and their. pictures must be in on or before January. 24 ( Friday). The Queen

Candidates will be able to campaign from February 10 to · 13,
the balloting on February
and
14.
This year Social Committee will
offer $50 a night for any club
wishing to clean-up the Armory.
Any Interested club please see Tim
Rooney ( Kuhlnia~ 322).

rn

SOMETHING NEW IN CAMPUS LIVING
AVAILABLE JANUARY, 1969

"THE FRATERNITY HOUSE"
A NEW COMPONENT OF THE LINK COMPLEX
ADJOINING THE XAVIER CAM PUS

1544 Dana Ave, at Ledgewood Drive

.. . . .
~

e

2 MINUTES FROM CLASS, CHAPEL AND CAFETERIA

e

SWIMMING POOL PRIVILEGES Al MANOR HOUSE

e

WALL TO WALL CARPETING. PRIVATE TELEPHONE LINE.

•

WASHER-DRYERS, SNACKS, DRINKS, CIGARmEs VENDING MACHINES
AVAILABLE AT MANOR HOUSE

e

TELEVISION. NEWLY REDECORATED, NEW FURNITURE & DRAPES.
e

YARD AND LARGE PORCH FOR SUMMER LOUNGING.

e

FULLY E.OUIPPED KITCHEN, DINING FOR 8.
e

LARGE CUPBOARDS; LARGE RATZKALLER; TUB AND SHOWERS.

e

PARKING. HOUSEMOTHER PROVIDES SERVICES, LINENS ETC.

Approved by University Hoitsing Committee for off.campus housing,· all rules apply.
APPLY NOW. SPECIAL RA TES. MRS. MADLYN GRUBE, RE 1-6505
~. ~
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